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Abstract Partitioned analysis involves coupling of con-

stituent models that resolve different scales or physics by

allowing them to exchange inputs and outputs in an itera-

tive manner. Through partitioning, simulations of complex

physical systems are becoming evermore present in the

scientific modeling community, making the Verification

and Validation (V&V) of partitioned models to quantifying

the predictive capability of their simulations increasingly

important. Partitioning presents unique challenges, as well

as opportunities, for the V&V community. Verification

gains a new level of complexity in partitioned models, as

numerical errors can easily be introduced at the coupling

interface where non-matching domains and models are

integrated together. For validation, partitioned analysis

allows the quantification of the uncertainties and errors in

constituent models through comparison against separate-

effect experiments conducted in independent constituent

domains. Such experimental validation is important as

uncertainties and errors in the predictions of constituents

can be transferred across their interfaces, either compen-

sating for each other or accumulating during iterative

coupling operations. This paper reviews published litera-

ture on methods for assessing and improving the predictive

capability of strongly coupled models of physical and

engineering systems with an emphasis on advancements

made in the last decade.

1 Introduction

With advancements in parallel computing, computational

models of physical and engineering systems that concur-

rently resolve multiple scales or physics have come to the

forefront of scientific computing. Partitioned analysis

represents complex systems by coupling constituent mod-

els (i.e. those focused on a single physics or scale without

considering interactions), allowing them to interact and

affect each other’s inputs in an iterative manner. In this

process, both the constituent models and the coupling

interface are contaminated with uncertainties and errors,

which propagate during coupling iterations, degrading the

predictive capability of the full system model. Verification

and Validation is a field of study that addresses uncer-

tainties and errors in numerical models and seeks to assess

and improve the predictive capability of simulations [1–4].

It is only through verification and validation that the notion

of predictive modeling becomes viable.

Model verification1 entails confirming numerical accu-

racy in a computational model [6]. Partitioned modeling

provides the opportunity to evaluate the numerical errors in

each of the constituents and trace the effect of such

numerical errors through coupling operations, but comes

with the requirement to evaluate numerical errors intro-

duced by operations at the coupling interface. This is a

particularly important issue for coupled models as the

numerical errors may negatively influence the convergence

of coupling iterations [7]. Furthermore, if numerical errors

are unduly large, convergence may not be achieved or
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1 Verification procedures are further broken down into code verifi-

cation (ensuring the computer code has been written correctly) and

solution verification (quantifying numerical errors introduced by

factors such as round-off, iterations, and discretization) [5]. Herein,

we focus on solution verification.
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worse, the coupled system may converge to an incorrect

solution [8]. Therefore, verification is a prerequisite step to

validation to instill confidence that the model is indeed

converging to the numerically correct solution [9].

Model validation is the next step in preparing models for

implementation in decision-making. It is important to dif-

ferentiate between errors evaluated through verification

and those evaluated through validation [10]: verification

focuses on the numerical errors and uncertainties (i.e.

mathematical aspects of the problem) while validation

focuses on the representations of physics principles in the

constituent models and their interface as well as the

parameters that are part of these models (i.e. physical

aspects of the problem) [3]. As such, validation links the

model to the physical world by assessing the agreement of

model predictions with experimental measurements [11].

When necessary, the model’s predictive capability can be

improved through calibration of parameter values and

correction of systematic bias in model predictions. The

modularity of partitioned analysis strengthens calibration

and validation practices by making it possible to leverage

separate-effect experiments, conducted at the constituent

domains, as well as integral-effect experiments, conducted

at the full system domain.

A distinct advantage of partitioned analysis, which has

yet to be fully exploited, is the transparency it offers in the

verification and validation process through the decompo-

sition of a full system model into constituents. Highly

complex systems have interconnected constituents and

components2 where coupling takes place at multiple levels

resulting in a hierarchy of model integration: constituents

representing a functional unit are coupled to represent

components that are in turn coupled to represent the full

system [12]. Figure 1 illustrates the transparency of parti-

tioned analysis in that a model developer gains the ability

to complete verification as well as calibration and valida-

tion against separate, intermediate, and integral-effect

experimental data at every level as the models become

progressively integrated.

Improvements to a model’s predictive capability often

require distribution of limited resources among code

development and experimentation in a systematic manner

[13]. Thus, decisions must be made to select either further

code development or extended experimental campaigns

when the predictive capability of a model is not found to be

satisfactory. Once again, partitioned analysis adds a new

level of intricacy to this process from the established pro-

cedures for single-solver models, as the model developer is

faced not only with decisions regarding settings for new

tests or code development, but also selection of the con-

stituent domains for which these tests and development

should be completed. The complexity of these decisions

warrants a systematic framework integrating verification

and validation practices with allocation of available

resources for the optimal improvement to predictive

capability.

This article presents a thorough discussion on the realm

of opportunities as well as new challenges partitioned

analysis presents for development and improvement of

coupled models, be they multi-scale or multi-physics in

nature, through a review of the recent literature in this

highly interdisciplinary field. Section 2 introduces parti-

tioned analysis along with commonly implemented algo-

rithms for iterative coupling. Section 3 reviews sources of

numerical errors unique to partitioned models, which

should be carefully considered during verification. Sec-

tion 4 explores methods to take advantage of different

levels of experiments in calibration and validation of par-

titioned models. Recommended procedures for resource

allocation to carry out these verification, calibration, and

validation activities are presented in Sect. 5. Finally,

Sect. 6 concludes the review with a discussion of areas

calling for future work.

2 Coupling Algorithms

2.1 Introduction to Coupled Modeling

In partitioned analysis, a complex science or engineering

problem is decomposed into multiple domains based on

functional, physical or scale-related differences. Parti-

tioned analysis operates through execution of constituent

models resolving each domain such that some of the

input(s) of a constituent are defined by the output(s) of

another. In contrast, the monolithic approach models the

full system using one entity rather than several constituents

[14]. Partitioned analysis is advantageous over monolithic

modeling, as it allows the use of existing mature models,

supplies flexibility in the solvers of constituents, maintains

modularity, and takes full advantage of parallel computing

[15–17]. Also, partitioned analysis is often more practical

due to its ability to carry out simulations of subsystems

using solvers, integration schemes, boundary conditions

and time steps appropriate to the specific domain, which

are often already well-established by domain experts [18,

19]. Take, for example, the frequently encountered need to

implement different boundary conditions for each domain

in fluid–structure interaction simulations [20]. Dirichlet–

Neumann (also referred to as Dirichlet–Robin) coupling

scheme allows for the fluid and structure to be separated

2 ‘‘Constituent’’ is used to define a model representing an isolated

physical phenomena or behavior within a scale. ‘‘Component’’

involves the coupling of some constituents, but does not resolve the

full system.
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into two domains, where the fluid constituent is solved with

a Dirichlet (commonly referred to as strong) boundary

condition and the structure constituent is solved with a

Neumann (commonly referred to as weak) boundary con-

dition [21]. The flexibility to maintain separate boundary

conditions with this approach allows for the deformation of

the fluid to be easily accounted for while also easing the

linking of fluid and structure domains, making the coupling

more robust than methods requiring a strongly matched

boundary condition on both domains as in monolithic

models [22]. Through the flexibility to maintain domain-

specific best practices, partitioned analysis has already

opened the door for bridging traditionally isolated domains,

such as fluid–structure interaction [16, 23], thermal-struc-

ture interaction [14], soil-structure interaction [20],

acoustic-structure interaction [24], aerodynamics [25],

atmospheric and weather modeling [26, 27], as well as

multi-scale problems bridging atomistic, polycrystalline,

and continuum scales [28–30].

Coupling in partitioned analysis can be either weak,

where the dependence between models is only one direc-

tional, or strong, where the compatibility and equilibrium

equations are satisfied at the interface [31]. Schematics of

such weak and strong coupling are shown in Fig. 2 for two

constituent models representing the behavior of a structural

system with two domains. In both weakly and strongly

coupled systems, the force output of the first constituent is

transferred at the interface to the second constituent as an

input. In the weakly coupled system (Fig. 2a) there is no

feedback from the second constituent back to the first,

rather the displacement prediction of the second constituent

simply progresses to the next time step. In the strongly

coupled system (Fig. 2b), however, there is communication

across the interface in both directions, where the

displacement predicted by the second constituent is entered

into the first constituent for the recalculation of force.

Therefore, the strong coupling requires iterations that

continue until convergence is reached within reasonable

tolerance limits at which point the model would progress to

the next time step.

Strong coupling is referred to in the literature under a

variety of names, including full [32], tight [33], onion [34],

and implicit [35] coupling. For time dependent problems,

strong coupling methods have been reported to provide

better accuracy [36, 37] and to be more stable when

compared to weak coupling due to the sub-iterations within

each time step compared to the once-per-time-step

exchange of weak coupling [18]. To improve the stability

of a weakly coupled model, small time steps are generally

needed, whereas strong coupling is capable of remaining

stable with large time steps [37].

2.2 Partitioned Coupling Algorithms

In strong coupling, the fundamental purpose of coupling

iterations is to determine the values for the shared inputs

and outputs, without which neither constituent model can

be executed. The simplest, and perhaps most intuitive,

means for achieving strongly coupled models is the Block-

Jacobi method [16, 38], in which the outputs of each

constituent are transferred all at once as the inputs to the

other constituent(s) in the next iteration (Fig. 3a). The

Block-Jacobi scheme has the advantage of being highly

parallelizable by allowing execution of all constituents

simultaneously [39]. Convergence of this coupling method,

however, is not guaranteed even when starting values

assigned to dependent parameters are arbitrarily close to

the true values [40].

Fig. 1 Hierarchical scheme for

multi-level coupling where

separate-effect experiments

relate to constituent models,

intermediate-effect experiments

relate to component models and

integral-effect experiments

relate to system models
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Figure 3b presents the Block Gauss–Seidel method, in

which the transfer of outputs of each constituent is com-

pleted strictly in a predefined sequence [41, 42]. This

method has been reported to converge faster than the

Block-Jacobi method [43]. This advantage however is

countered by the fact that the Block Gauss–Seidel algo-

rithm is a staggered procedure, where one constituent waits

for the execution of the other, degrading computational

efficiency due to the lack of parallelizability. Furthermore,

the convergence of Block Gauss–Seidel exhibits depen-

dency on the order of operations [44–46]. For simple

problems, the order of constituents that guarantees con-

vergence may be found mathematically by calculating the

convergence factor and for more complex problems

through trial and error. In either case, the dependence on

the order of operations increases the computational

demands. Especially for problems involving multiple

constituents, the order that yields converged solutions

becomes difficult to determine in a feasible manner [47].

To improve convergence characteristics and reduce the

dependency on the ‘correct’ order of constituents, relax-

ation methods have been implemented [41, 48]. Relaxation

improves convergence by manipulating constituent outputs

before they are exchanged at the interface, improving upon

the current solution using values from previous increments

[41, 49]. Determination of optimal relaxation factors is

reported to be influential in the success and acceleration of

convergence [48]. Relaxation factors that are too large can

lead to divergence, while factors that are too small can lead

to unnecessary iterations [50]. There are several methods to

compute the optimal relaxation parameter, the most com-

monly implemented being Aitken iteration and Gradient

methods [51]. It is important to note that although relax-

ation algorithms improve the possibility of convergence,

they do not guarantee it [52].

In recognition of theses limitations, hybrid approaches

(for instance, integrating Block Gauss–Seidel and Block

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of strong and weak partitioned

analysis. a weak coupling, b strong coupling

Fig. 3 Iterative coupling

algorithms. a Block-Jacobi

method. b Block Gauss–Seidel

method. c Block Jacobi and

Block Gauss–Seidel Hybrid

method. d Optimization-based

coupling method. e Newton-like
methods
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Jacobi methods) have been developed to improve the

computational efficiency and parallelizability of the Block

Gauss–Seidel algorithm. An example of one such hybrid

method is shown in Fig. 3c. The hybrid approach exploits

the parallelizability of Block Jacobi methods with the

coupling scheme of Block Gauss–Seidel, where the con-

stituents are divided into groups [53] such that one group

runs in parallel using Block Jacobi (making these con-

stituents entirely parallelizable), while the other group

waits for outputs of these constituents to couple in a Block

Gauss–Seidel approach [54]. Once convergence of the

values is achieved, the Block Gauss–Seidel method is once

again applied to transfer the updated values between con-

stituents [54–56]. Hybrid methods have been shown to

speed up convergence compared to the individual methods

implemented independently [26]. Hybrid methods, how-

ever, become difficult to implement for high dimensional

problems dealing with many constituent models [45].

Another solution strategy for strong coupling is the

optimization-based approach [29, 30, 57]. Optimization-

based coupling has the advantage of solving constituents

simultaneously through an objective function consisting of

the coupling conditions. The objective function is mini-

mized during coupling to determine the dependent

parameter values (Fig. 3d). Optimization-based methods

are well suited for nonlinear problems since the nonlin-

earities in the coupling can be inherently addressed in the

optimization function [58]. Solving constituents simulta-

neously in optimization-based coupling eliminates the

dependence of convergence on predefined sequence faced

in the Block Gauss–Seidel method. Additionally, the

simultaneous solving of the constituents makes this method

highly parallelizable. However, this improved computation

from parallelization is typically compromised by the larger

number of iterations needed as well as the computational

burden of the optimization algorithm compared to other

methods [57, 58].

Coupling of constituent models can also be achieved

through Newton methods in which predictions of each

constituent, computed by finding the roots of the governing

equations, from the previous time step are used to update

the functional form of the constituents for the next iteration

(Fig. 3e) [29, 36, 38, 40, 59, 60]. Newton methods require

a reduced number of iterations in comparison to Block

Gauss–Seidel; however the demands of calculating the

derivatives often increase computational expenses [40, 48].

For instance, the classic Newton–Raphson method, which

calculates the exact Jacobian to find the roots of a gov-

erning equation, is known to have quadratic convergence

[48]. However, the improved rate of convergence is

countered by the high computational costs of calculating

the exact Jacobian. Newton–Krylov methods improve upon

the Newton–Raphson method by using a linear finite

difference calculation to approximate the Jacobian, result-

ing in lower computational time than Newton–Raphson

[15, 48, 61, 62]. Additionally, the Newton–Krylov requires

significantly lower matrix storage, resulting in notably less

memory requirements making the method desirable for

large scale problems [63, 64]. The computational benefits

of linear Krylov estimation come with little sacrifice in

accuracy compared to traditional Jacobian Newton meth-

ods, and even improved accuracy over other estimation

methods such as the backward Euler [65]. However,

maintaining a high degree of accuracy in Krylov methods

is dependent upon appropriate selection and application of

pre-conditioners, which seek to reduce the number of

iterations needed by informing the problem of suspected

trends that would appear in the Jacobian [63, 66].

3 Numerical Errors in Partitioned Analysis

Discrete modeling of any finite length, whether spatial or

temporal, introduces discretization errors into a problem

[10]. Further errors are introduced in partitioned models

when the discretization of different domains does not

match. Interpreting converged solutions of iterative pro-

cedures requires an understanding of these numerical errors

inherent in predictions, which can be assessed through

solution verification3 [5, 6]. Assessment of these errors is

particularly important in partitioned analysis because

convergence of coupling iterations is dependent upon the

numerical errors [7]. In fact, convergence may not be

achieved if the spatial discretization (i.e. mesh) and tem-

poral discretization (i.e. time step) are not sufficiently

refined [67]. In addition, selected coupling algorithm also

exhibits strong influence on the manner in which numerical

errors propagate through the interface and ultimately on

numerical errors of the fully coupled solutions [68].

3.1 Spatial Alignment

Maintaining discipline-specific best-practice for spatial

discretization of each constituent model, which can help

reduce numerical errors, is a benefit of partitioned anal-

ysis [69]. Preserving these discipline-specific modeling

strategies, however, may result in mesh mismatch,

meaning that different mesh sizes and element types may

be required for each domain [70] (illustrated in Fig. 4).

An additional source of numerical error results from the

3 The term ‘‘numerical error’’ is an umbrella term indicating three

main sources of error: round-off, truncation, and discretization. We

note that when one does not have a ‘‘truth’’ to compare to, the term

numerical error can be referred to as ‘‘numerical uncertainty.’’ Herein

the focus of the following sections is relative to discretization as this

is the factor most influential in introducing errors in coupled models.
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exchange of inputs from nodes having different spatial

locations. Spatial alignment of coupling parameters is

required when mesh mismatch causes the nodes of one

domain to misalign with another, making it necessary to

interpolate or extrapolate nodal values between the

meshes. This issue is accentuated in strongly coupled

models as opposed to weakly coupled models, due to the

iterative nature of strong coupling passing parameters

between domains multiple times [69]. There are two

scenarios common in coupled modeling where spatial

alignment may be required, mismatched meshes (Fig. 4a)

and embedded meshes (Fig. 4b).

An intuitive option for reducing errors resulting from

spatial synchronization is refining constituent meshes,

which will in turn decrease the degree to which solutions

are mismatched across the mesh. In partitioned analysis,

there tend to be a number of possibilities for mesh

refinement due to the many combinations of constituents

paired with several refinement options for each. Compu-

tational demands become a concern, however, as com-

putational time increases for running a refined model,

limiting the number of refinement combinations that are

feasible to test.

3.1.1 Mismatched Meshes

When mapping outputs at the mesh interface, important

conditions to consider include are conservation of energy,

conservation of loads, order of convergence, and computa-

tional efficiency [71]. For mapping outputs between

domains, nearest neighbor interpolation, projection methods,

and interpolation by splines are widely-implemented

options. Nearest-neighbor interpolation, in which data is

transferred from the node in X1 to the closest node in X2

(Fig. 4a) [72], is the simplest method to implement but is

only recommended for cases where the domains are close to

matching, otherwise large errors may be introduced [71].

Projection methods, which transition solutions from one

element type to another through specific schemes such as

node-projection, quadrate-projection, and common-refine-

ment, offer the benefit of improved accuracy [70]. Node-

projection scheme [73], which projects an output of a fluid

mesh node onto a surface solid element and then maps from

the surface element to the solid nodes, has been found to

have the highest error of available projection methods.

Similarly, quadrature-projection scheme [74], which pro-

jects fluid quadrature points onto a solid surface element and

then extrapolates to the solid boundary, has been shown to

result in significant errors, though to a lesser degree than

node-projection. Common-refinement scheme [75], which

defines sub-elements along the interface to average nodal

outputs from both domains until convergence is achieved,

has been found to be far superior to the other methods,

reducing error in the coupled model orders of magnitude

over node-projection and solid-projection in 2-dimenstional

simulations. However, the method comes with the restriction

of being difficult to expand to 3-dimensional applications.

3.1.2 Embedded Meshes

When the meshes are embedded, the domain of one con-

stituent (X2 in Fig. 4b) is completely immersed within

another constituent (X1 in Fig. 4b) [76]. Computational

fluid dynamics is the most common application of

embedded meshes in the literature since fluid dynamics

often incorporates a broad range of length scales, as

demonstrated by applications with boundary layers or

simulation of shock waves [77]. Furthermore, in a fluid–

structure interaction simulation, errors in the embedded

model can fluctuate and be significantly higher than other

coupling methods that force a conformance of mesh

boundaries between the domains [78]. Cartesian grid

embedded boundary method is one approach for dealing

with embedded meshes, favored for its simplified grid

generation, data structures, and numerical methods.

Johansen and Colella [79] have tested the Cartesian grid

embedded boundary method and proven the method to be

Fig. 4 Two constituent domains with mismatched meshes. a Spatial

meshes mismatched at the boundary. b Embedded meshes mis-

matched internally
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second-order accurate without requiring unreasonable

computational demands. An embedded mesh can also be

aligned differently than the containing mesh. A coupled

model with a misaligned embedded mesh, as opposed to a

mesh where both domains are aligned, has been shown to

result in higher errors in the final, full-system prediction

[76].

3.2 Temporal Synchronization

Similar to spatial discretization, a common practice in the

development of coupled models is maintaining independent

time steps for each constituent domain. This practice arises

from two key concerns: stability of the computations and

computational demands. Stability of computations requires

sufficiently small time steps in each computational domain,

while computational demands make the implementation of a

consistently small time step to match across all domains

infeasible. Consideration of both of these factors often

results in time steps that are either sub-stepped (Fig. 5a) or

misaligned (Fig. 5b) to accommodate the domain requiring

smaller time steps while maintaining computational effi-

ciency in the other domain. Fluid–structure interaction

problems provide an excellent example for the benefit of

varied temporal discretization schemes as fluid flow models

often require time steps orders of magnitude smaller than

structural models, however, each time step of a structural

model is typically significantly greater in terms of compu-

tational demands [80]. Thus, a serious conflict exists

between the two objectives should the modeler try to match

the time steps of both domains. Implementation of sub-

stepping schemes, where the smaller time step is a fraction

of the larger time step, has been found successful for com-

puting stable solutions within reasonable computational

demands for a multitude of fields, including fluid–structure

interactions [80], electromagnetic interactions [81], and

plasticity modeling [82, 83].

The concept of sub-stepping has been extended by Ber-

rone [84] by applying local sub-steps on an element to

element basis. In this approach, the global time step remains

the same for the entire model, but local time steps of ele-

ments in detailed areas of the model are allowed to vary

throughout the simulation. This approach maintains more

accurate local solutions without significantly increasing

computational demands of the complete model. Staggered

approaches further address coupling of models with different

time steps by having the model with a larger time step feed

information backwards to the model with the smaller time

step (Fig. 6) [85, 86]. In this approach, one domain passes

information forward two time steps ahead, then allowing the

coupled parameters from the new time step to be shared with

the second constituent, which may then update the first

constituent. Following this procedure reduces the wait time

between constituents, increasing the efficiency by allowing

both constituents to compute simultaneously.

4 Systematic Bias and Uncertainty in Partitioned
Analysis

The coupling of constituent models in partitioned analysis

allows systematic biases and uncertainties in model pre-

dictions to propagate from one constituent to the next. This

Fig. 5 Constituent models with varied time steps. a Sub-stepped time

domains where the time step of X2 is n times finer than that of X1.

b Unaligned time domains where the time step of X2 is three quarters

that of X1 causing interpolation and extrapolation of outputs at the

misaligned time step (dashed line)

Fig. 6 Parallelized staggered approach for coupling two constituent

models. a Basic staggered approach for coupling with different time

steps. b Parallel staggered approach for coupling
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propagation which occurs during iterative coupling opera-

tions makes partitioned analysis prone to not converging,

or worse, converging to inaccurate solutions. Such inac-

curate convergence is particularly worrisome, as it may

make the solution appear plausible giving false confidence

to the model developers about inaccurate scientific findings

[8]. Inaccurate convergence, observed in numerical simu-

lations covering full spectrum of science and engineering

fields, such as atmosphere–ocean interaction simulations

[87] and flow gasification models [88], have been attributed

to a variety of causes, including systematic bias and

uncertainty in constituent model outputs and incomplete or

simplified coupling of outputs at the coupling interface.

The latter of these is referred to as interface systematic bias

[89] and is yet to be explored to the same degree as con-

stituent model systematic bias.

Reducing systematic bias and uncertainty in coupled

models is a highly important, non-trivial task. Model cal-

ibration leverages experimental measurements to infer

both the likely values for poorly known model input

parameters as well as the systematic bias inherent in pre-

dictions that cannot be remedied by manipulating input

parameters, and is an area well-developed for single-solver

models (i.e. those focused on single physics or scale

without considering interactions) in nearly every field,

ranging from economics to engineering [90–98]. The lit-

erature on model calibration is just beginning to recognize

distinct challenges and opportunities of calibration in par-

titioned analysis.

4.1 Systematic Bias and Uncertainty in Coupled

Systems

Kim et al. [8] found the choice of coupling algorithm to be

influential on the final converged solution, meaning that

each of the algorithms shown in Fig. 2 can result in a

different degree of prediction inaccuracy and uncertainty

due to the difference in how systematic biases and uncer-

tainties are passed between models. Figure 7 provides a

simplified illustration of such behavior, where systematic

bias due to neglected, simplified, or misrepresented physics

in one constituent causes convergence of the two-con-

stituent strongly coupled system to incorrect values and

parametric uncertainty due to imprecisely known input

values results in convergence to a range of solutions. In

Fig. 7, the three different methods (i.e. Block–Jacobi,

Newton–Raphson, and Optimization-based coupling) con-

verge to different solutions. As seen, when systematic

biases and uncertainties act simultaneously, either accu-

mulating or compensating through the iterative process,

matters become complicated and difficult to discern

[99–101].

4.2 Calibration of Partitioned Models

The greatest advantage of partitioned analysis in the con-

text of model calibration is arguably its ability to exploit

separate-effect experiments, which are often more eco-

nomical, less time-consuming and more feasible to conduct

than integral-effect experiments. The use of separate-effect

experiments during calibration also provides a level of

transparency in assessing the systematic biases and

uncertainties in model predictions. These advantages,

however, are accompanied by additional decisions, as a

variety of experimental opportunities become available.

With the introduction of this flexibility from partitioned

analysis, model developers as well as experimentalist must

select which experiments to conduct for calibration (dis-

cussed in more detail in Sect. 5.1).

A constituent model’s output (as well as the experi-

mental measurements corresponding to that output) may be

independent yind, meaning it is not an input for another

constituent, or dependent ydep, meaning it becomes an input

parameter for another constituent thus forming a coupling

Fig. 7 Illustration of the changing convergence behavior considering

systematic bias and uncertainty for Block-Jacobi, Newton–Raphson,

and optimization based coupling methods
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interface. This distinction is important as it determines the

nature of calibration that can take place and which exper-

iments are necessary for comparing against during this

calibration. Separate-effect experiments measuring yind

enable the calibration of poorly known model parameters

to reduce uncertainty in model predictions (see [102] for an

example). Separate-effect experiments measuring ydep, on

the other hand, enable the evaluation of not only uncer-

tainties but also systematic biases in model predictions

[88].

Oliver et al. [103] discussed the need to correct bias at

the constituent level to reduce its effect on the coupled

system predictions. However, published literature has paid

little attention to bias correction, as previous studies using

separate-effect experiments of dependent outputs were

primarily focused on tracking the propagation of uncer-

tainties through the coupling process (as demonstrated in

[88]). A few studies have used separate-effect experiments

to reduce systematic bias and uncertainty through model

calibration that is closely integrated with the coupling

algorithm (see [89, 101]). The difference in these studies is

that [89] infer systematic bias in constituents only to avoid

compensations during parameter calibration, whereas Ste-

vens et al. [101] apply bias-correction of constituent

models within the coupling to mitigate the propagation of

both systematic bias and uncertainty.

Aside from separate-effect experiments, previous stud-

ies have also implemented integral-effect experiments for

the calibration of constituent model parameters (for

example, see [104]) as well as calibration of parameters

specifically related to the coupling interface, such as a

coefficient of friction parameter between to two surfaces

[105] or hardening parameters representing hydro-me-

chanical coupling [102]. Farajpour and Atamturktur [89]

expanded beyond parameter calibration to also bias-correct

fully coupled predictions with respect to integral-effect

experiment and also illustrated the way in which systematic

bias present in constituent models can degrade predictions

of the coupled model.

4.3 Model Validation in Partitioned Analysis

Calibration of models against experiments, be they sepa-

rate-effect or integral-effect, is often a necessary step to

improve the predictive capability of the full-system model.

However, through calibration, models become conditioned

upon this experimental data making a separate model

validation step essential. Model validation is defined as the

accumulation of evidence regarding model agreement with

a unique set of suitable physical evidence, with ‘‘unique’’

meaning that validation experiments are not used during

calibration and ‘‘suitable’’ meaning that the validation

experiments are relevant to the response of interest (i.e. the

actual system response for which the model will be exe-

cuted to predict).

Integral-effect experiments are highly valuable for val-

idation of the coupled model as the coupled domain is

where predictions critical for decision-making occur [102,

103, 106, 107]. Korzekwa [108] emphasizes that validation

of strongly coupled models is important, as models of such

complex systems often include components that cannot be

accurately or completely modeled, despite efforts to reduce

assumptions through coupling. While validation of the

coupled model through integral-effect experiments is nec-

essary, model developers are often faced with the challenge

of validation data at the coupled level being limited or

unavailable [107–109].

5 Resource Allocation

The end goal of any model development is to implement

the model for predictions that will guide decision makers.

The predictive capability of coupled models may require

improvement when the model does not meet satisfactory

accuracy and precision criteria for implementation as a

decision-making tool. Models can be refined in two ways

(1) refining the physics representations in the models

through further code development to reduce model bias

and (2) calibrating and validating the models with new

experimental data to improve accuracy of calibration and

inference of bias for correction. Refining physics often

requires adding parameters to a model, which may in turn

increase the uncertainty in predictions. Thus, further code

development and further experimentation in model pre-

dictions to reduce bias and uncertainty can become con-

flicting objectives [110]. The relative benefits of these two

routes, further experimentation versus further code

development, varies depending upon not only the avail-

able experimental measurements but also the existing

predictive capability of the numerical model. Focussing

specifically on the systematic bias can guide decision

makers towards the selection of either new experimental

efforts (if the discrepancy function, which is the func-

tional form inferred to represent the systematic bias, has

not yet converged) or further code development efforts (if

the discrepancy is unduly large) [13]. The problem of

resource allocation is further exacerbated for strongly

coupled numerical models with possibilities to evaluate

not only each of the constituent models but also the

coupled model and their relative separate-effect and

integral-effect experiments.
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5.1 Design of Calibration and Validation

Experiments

The need for efficient design of experiments for single-

solver models (as well as development of emulators) has

been explored for decades [111–114]. However, the design

of experiments specifically geared towards the optimal

coverage of a domain, and thus the best calibration of

uncertain parameters and inference of model bias, is a

newer topic more relevant to addressing the problem posed

here [115–117].

Partitioned analysis requires not only selecting the

constituent domain(s) within which the experiments should

be conducted but also the experimental settings within each

domain. This is because the maximum gain in predictive

capability that can be obtained varies for different domains

as well as different settings within a domain [13]. Natu-

rally, the need to consider multiple domains in partitioned

analysis increases the importance of the selection of

experiments so that each domain is adequately covered by

the new design of experiments (see a discussion of cov-

erage in [94, 117, 118]). There are three options for

designing experiments in these multiple-domain problems

(1) focusing solely on separate-effect experiments to

explore the constituent domains [119–121], (2) focusing

solely on integral-effect experiments to explore the coupled

domain, and (3) simultaneously considering separate-effect

and integral-effect experiments. The second and third cases

are, to our knowledge, yet to be studied and are therefore

suggested paths for future research, as integral-effect

experiments may be more costly but also more informative

in calibration and also particularly useful for validation.

In partitioned models, sensitivity analysis may be used

to identify the influence of constituent domains are on the

full system predictions [119]. Tomlin and Ziehn [122]

emphasize the need for global sensitivity analysis, opposed

to local sensitivity analysis, when exploring large, complex

systems, such as those often represented by coupled mod-

els, due to the high variability that may occur in local

sensitivity when evaluating a large solution space. Once

sensitivity analysis has reduced the number of calibration

parameters to focus on, the domains and settings at which

to conduct new experiments for improving our under-

standing of these parameters should be determined. Ideally,

experiments would be designed so that they capture

parameters in multiple domains, rather than confining the

information gain to one parameter of a single domain [12].

Vlachos et al. [120] developed a global stochastic

method tailored for coupled systems where settings for

experiments in constituent model domains is selected

considering the fact that certain parameters are more active

at particular operational settings than others. Sensitivity of

outputs being dependent on operational setting can be

accounted for by considering (1) the number of parameters

active at each setting and (2) the value of sensitivity

coefficients at these settings. An aspect of this framework

that should be noted is its ability to consider parameters

and settings in multiple domains simultaneously, rather

than only designing experimental settings in one domain at

a time. Sankararaman et al. [121] selected not only con-

stituent domains, but also the number of experiments to

conduct within each domain through a Bayesian network.

This process is completed through forward propagation of

uncertainty to determine the reduction in variance of

desired system level outputs followed by a backwards

analysis to select experiments that give the highest reduc-

tion in variance given a set cost. It should be noted that the

acyclic nature of the Bayesian network means that only

forward propagation of uncertainty is possible and as such

the method can only be applied to weakly coupled systems

but does not hold for strongly coupled systems where there

is an iterative feedback loop between the constituents.

Another important factor to also consider is cost as it too

varies for different domains as well as settings within a

domain. The limited amount of resources that can be

dedicated for experiments often leads to a constrained

optimization problem, which is commonly framed in one of

two manners: given a set amount of resources minimize the

error and variance in the model or given a standard or

threshold for error and accuracy minimize the cost required

to meet these standards [121]. The selection of the for-

mulation is often determined by which constraint the

decision-maker has knowledge of. However, in the case

that neither or both of these constraints are known the

optimization may be posed as a multi-objective problem

[123].

5.2 Further Code Development

Further code development is called for when the discrep-

ancy function of a model is either not converged even

though the domain is sufficiently explored by the experi-

ments, or when the discrepancy has converged but remains

above desirable error threshold for the application. This

model discrepancy is a result of insufficient modeling of

the underlying physics and thus can be reduced by further

code development. Code development to implement more

detailed physics means increasing the model complexity

[124]. While simple models have lower development costs,

faster run times, and require less data for calibrating, we

ultimately need to determine the appropriate level of model

detail with consideration of the application the model is

meant to address [125]. Much like conducting new exper-

iments, limitations to resources create a need for a sys-

tematic approach to prioritize code development. There are

multiple options available for further code development of
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partitioned models: (1) the physics in the constituent

models can contain simplifying assumptions that may be

eliminated by further code development and (2) governing

equations of the coupling interface may also lack enough

detail and therefore require further development.

It should be intuitive that each constituent model would

exercise a different influence on the predictive capability of

the coupled model. Thus, when deciding which constituent

model should be improved, both the prediction error

associated with constituents and the respective sensitivity

of the coupled system predictions to that constituent’s

prediction error must be evaluated. Phenomenon Identifi-

cation and Ranking Table is a commonly recommended

method for addressing the latter part of this decision by

evaluating the relative importance of constituents within a

coupled process [119]. The two requirements of sensitivity

analysis and analyses of error and uncertainty of predic-

tions can be combined through comparison of fully coupled

model predictions to integral-effect experiments, therefore

providing a clever approach to prioritize constituent mod-

els and quantify the need for code development in each

[126]. Expanding beyond integral-effect experiments,

separate-effect experiments can also be used for uncer-

tainty analysis, taking advantage of the transparency of

partitioned models and the ready availability of these

simpler experiments [127]. These preliminary efforts to

prioritize the importance of further code development in

constituents are moving the field forward, but incorporation

of code development of the coupling interface has yet to be

addressed and is a necessary step for future research.

Consideration of the resources that will be related to

each code development effort are also important, including

costs such as effort (people, time), project duration (time),

and monetary requirements for supplies such as hardware

(dollars). However, the cost associated with operating the

model after the further code development has taken place

(i.e. post-development resource consumption) is a signifi-

cant detail not accounted for in current metrics [128]. Cost

of operating a model after further development is critical

because if the model becomes too complex to operate for

the intended application it may be rendered useless, thus

wasting the resources that were used in developing it. As

such, this is a logical inclusion in the next steps for

developing a fully comprehensive metrics for efficient

resource allocation in code development efforts of parti-

tioned models.

6 Suggested Future Work and Conclusions

Strongly coupled models developed with partitioned anal-

ysis are providing new and exciting opportunities for

modeling and simulation. Algorithms for iterative coupling

of numerical models have been developed and well studied

for years now, allowing partitioned analysis of complex

systems to now be implemented in practice. This paper

presented an overview of solutions that are being devel-

oped to address model Verification and Validation con-

cerns as partitioned models are becoming commonly

implemented for decision-making where satisfactory pre-

dictive capability is a key requirement.

With the benefits of partitioned analysis come chal-

lenges for ensuring the predictive ability of these models,

as each constituent has its own domain, uncertainties, and

errors and the coupled model also has uncertainties and

errors introduced at the interface. Coupling of independent

domains having a unique spatial mesh and temporal dis-

cretization results in a new realm of numerical errors to be

evaluated during verification procedures. A breadth of lit-

erature exists and has been reviewed in which these

numerical errors that are exclusive to partitioned analysis

are identified. Identification of these errors brings forth a

call for solutions to reduce them, which research in rele-

vant fields has begun exploring.

Furthermore, constituent models unavoidably have

uncertainties and systematic biases that may propagate

during coupling iterations, producing uncertainties and

errors in the coupled solutions. Additionally, the coupling

interface may introduce errors in the system. Demonstra-

tions of specific applications using only separate- or inte-

gral-effect experiments to identify and remedy these

inaccuracies are prominent. However, frameworks with

clear plans for implementation of experiment-based vali-

dation of coupled models that exploit both separate-effect

and integral-effect experiments in multi-scale, multi-phy-

sics modeling are currently lacking. A fully developed

solution that considers all of the factors at play and is

generalizable to many partitioned analysis applications is

yet to be developed and is a clear path forward for future

research to move the model validation and uncertainty

quantification field forward.

Finally, literature contains preliminary efforts in devel-

oping methods to efficiently allocate resources for

improving the predictive capability of partitioned models.

Current research has determined specific elements of

resource allocation and began developing methods to

address the optimization of these individual elements.

Design of new experiments reduces uncertainty and better

quantifies systematic bias of model predictions, but

requires selection of both the constituent or coupled

domain as well as number of experiments and settings

within the domain. Currently, literature is available for

selecting constituent domains and selecting settings, but no

formal methods are available to address the two simulta-

neously or consider the selection of integral-effect experi-

ments for comparing against the full system predictions.
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Code development improves the physical representation in

the model and therefore reduces model bias to improve the

accuracy and predictions. Existing methods suggest a pri-

ority for developing codes with consideration of develop-

ment cost and potential improvements to the model, but

neglect to consider implications of post-development

operating costs. Ideal resource allocation, however, is not

carried out on elements of the model’s predictive capability

independently and must consider the increased consump-

tion of resources for operating the model that can result

from the improvements made to the model. Future research

should explore paths that develop a full framework,

including allocation of resources between both further code

development and new experimental campaigns, as well as

consideration of the different levels of the domains ranging

from separate-effect experiments and constituent model

predictions to integral-effect experiments and full system

predictions, embracing the interfaces and component

domains that may fall in between.
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